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For use, not for profit

One element in the 'struggle between two lines' which burst into turr:noil
during the Cultural Revolution was the problem of motivation for work in
a socialist economy. How far must th
individual interests
and how far can it rely on revoluti
r violent swings to
right and left, now, in the 'period
' a new balance is

being established.
11 Qhina, work is organised in three
of the means of production, agricultura
ship of land and of the proceeds of the
enterprises in small-scale industry, some of which are now growing quitc
large. Each form has its own balance between material and moral incentives

to maintain production.

Industry
Wage rates and bonuses

In China nowr as far as the state sector is concemed that is to say the
whole of regular industry and commerce, a clean sweep has been madc of
all individual payment by results. A group bonus to an enterprise as a
whole, distributed to the workers, is not unknown but to dispense with
this kind of incentive for improved production is held to show a higher
level of political consciousness. Formerly there was a system of personal
bonuses, copied from the Soviet Uniou; during the Cultural Revolution this
was abolished at the dernand of the workers. The workers said: It is true
that some get more money income with bonuses, but then others get less.
The system was so complicated that no one could work out what was due
to him, and anyway the whole conception seemed to them insulting particularly special bonuses for what everyone should regard as his duty, such
as care in avoiding accidents. They objected also to group bonuses which
went to the welfare fund of individual enterprises. If the welfare fund is
necessary) it ought to be assured. Now there is simply the national scale of
wage rates) no piece rates or overtime pay and the welfare fund of each
enterprise is a regular proportion of its wage bill (generally 11 per cent)
which is reckoned as part of the cost of production of output.
There is a nation-wide system of wage grades at three levels. There are
eight steps for workers from 33 to 108 yuan a month; a 15-grade system
for technicians and a Z1-grade system for cadres. As an example, in a
Kwangchow factory the worker receiving the highest pay was in the seventh
grade with carried 100 yuan a month the lowest in the second grade at 45

highest-paid
cadre
rates for apprentices and a

yuan.. Here the

grade)-and the leading
circumstances,

96 yuan a month (tenth
grade). There are iower

times allowed

in

special

Prices and profit margins

The additional pay had to be back-dated to July 1971, so rhat individual
workers would not suffer by delay in an enterprise that took a long time
to work it out. A delay of nine or ten rnonths made quite a lump of new
purchasing power and-caused a spurt of demand, wh6n it came,^for such
things as bicycles and sewing machines, but supplies were available so that
this injection of purchasing power had no inflationary efiect.
.&porentices (like students) get an allowance which enables them to live
(often in dormitories provided by the enterprise) with not more than 6 yuan
a month of pocket money
but clothes are provided.
Argurnents in favour of- virtually abolishing difierentials altogether came
up during the Cultural Revolution. For the time being these have been dismissed as ultra-left. On the other hand, the recent promotions for lowergrade workers required some 'political education' of workers in the top
grades who got no benefit from it.
There are no longer any bonuses to individual workers for inventions or
technical improvernents, but the encouragernent to initiative is stronger
than before. $Thenever snags appear or whenever a worker has a bright
idea, a triple unit of workers, technicians and cadres concerned with management is set to work to solve problems or improve design and operation
of equipment.
There are no bonuses for managers as there are in the Soviet system
and no pecuniary advantages from success to an enterprise as a whole,
such as extra payments to the welfare fund as a reward for output in excess
of the plan. The management of an enterprise has been allotted a certain
nurnber of workers, technicians and cadres and receives the appropriate
wage fund. Prices of materials and products are all given in the plan. Prices
include a proportion of profits. Good management, economy and high
output per head increase the total profit. Total profit is handed over to the

small rather than heavy tractors or from households for children's clothes
rather than grown-up iizes. It is impossible to work out such a delicate
system of-profit ratios as to get exactly the desirable product mix. A policy
of going forward from the system in force before the Cultural Revolution
towards putting the market in complete command (as under the proposals

of Ota Sik) was reiected in the 'struggle against revisionism'.
Under the system uow in force, the prices of all outputs and inputs arc
given to the enterprise; its plan of production is worked out in consultation
with higher authorities; carrying it out depends on self-respect and public
spirit or, as the Chinese put it, on the high level of political consciousness

into detailed day-by-day deliveries from each particular team to each shop
or street-side stall.

of the workers. (The principles on which prices are set is discussed below.)
Consumer demand

or not. Now that the Soviet Union has arrived at potential afiluence, they
are at a loss to know how to make use of it.
To devise a system that takes account of the consumer's needs and tastes,

During the
rs and by en
reversed

the

y mobilising
to diversify
70 per cent

It
that
The

e Department of Commerce
s sovtreignty over supplies.
elves to cater to the taites of
the public. The enterprise gets information from the shops directly about
customers' opinions and sends some workers and cadres to serve behind

exchange designs with each other and they
Since the public can only choose between
o the enterprise to carry out research (for

instance, a textile factory is working on the properties of synthetic fibres)
and ffy out new designs. From time to time there is an exhibition sale of
newly produced goods in a department store.
The general principle of this system is that the workers and the management of an enterprise are concerned with efficiency and qualiry of production, but have nothing to do with sales.

Export corporations

generally
basic accounting unit. There
- issuccessful the
were
as co-operatives from 1956 or
s collective units; I came across one case wherc
the whole commune was the accounting unit; this was an historical accident;
one large co-operative, which refused to split up, was created in 1956 and
the commune was formed in 1958 by accretion around it.
Various systems of workpoints are in use; sometimes different teams in
s

the Fair, that there must be a contradiction between the demand for exports and home supplies, he said 'Yes, but it is not an antagonistic contradiction.' He could not say himself how the contradiction is resolved: 'They
work it out at a higher level'. There is obviously some push and pull
between the corporations
work it out somehow and
foreign aid) are a sacrifice
of which the home market
Consumer sovereignity
I have often discussed this problem of consumer sovereignty under
socialism with economists from Eastern Europe. I find that they cannot
conceive how the Chinese system could work. Certainly, it is a necessary

The old system, a kind of job evaluation, is stitl in use in some

on morality alone. They rely on

in the nature of the

case have

what is going on and, especially
to their rights and ttreir duty to keep it clean.

Agriculture
sy$cn
In agriculture, for ttre individual, or rather thc family, economic inccntives iie still strong, but they operate at the colleitivc level as well as

Wage ratcs and the workpoint

areas.

all will get. The individual is not free to please himself; he is kept up to
the mark by his neighbours. This is another way in which Chinese institutions have been devised to support political motivation instead of puiling
against it. Peasants are taught to feel that they are working for the nation,
for the Revolution and for all the oppressed people of the world, but they
are cleady and obviously doing good for themselves at the same time.
Households

-

family income and private plots
dividual but the basic earning unit in the
three generations are living together and

wlves, are sharing a house and pooling
their income. Old people who have no family to look after them are given
food, clothing, housing (often in a special home for
the five guarantees
- and a decent funeral on the collective welfare
the aged), medical care
fund.
The first claim in a team's output is the grain ration for the households.
At the annual reckoning, grain received over the year is set off against the
individual's share in distributed income and the balance paid in cash. The
team sells its allotted quota of grain to the state; crops such as vegetables,
cotton and tobacco are sold foicash. With four or five earners in a household, there is a margin of money income to buy, say, fumiture one year and
a bicycle the next or to save up to have a house built.
to keep a
The family also may have a sma
grain. The
pig or a shei:p and some chickens,
expense of
Liu Strao-chi-line was to boost the
olicy there were some who advothe collective and
in emulation of Tachai, but the
cated giving up p
and should be kept though not
general view nbw
enlarged.
a dismal, saline

ff':ffii,I:l'*:

h

preceded the

Cultural Revolution. The four smalls were allowing households to reclaim

When a girl marries, the equivalent of her plot is transferred to hcr
husband's household. The total area devoted to private plots is not allowed
to increase. I could not find anyoue to tell me what is supposed to happen
when children grow up.

The local markets
The local markets, which were heavily attacked during the struggle
against the Liu line, have come back into vogue in many places. Their scope
is limited. It is forbidden to deal in produce that comes under the state
plan
grain, oil seeds, cotton, etc.
it is forbidden to buy for re-sale
- is a ceiling to every price. Under
- the ceiling, prices are settled by
and there
supply and demand. Households can sell their private produce and handicrafts and teams may sell fruit and vegetables outside their regular contracts. The markets are strictly controlled and persistent breach of the rulcs
is a criminal offence.
Mechanisation
The commune and the brigades provide a great many services for households and teams, such as ploughing with tractors, threshing and milling
grain. For this they charge fees, which contribute to an accumulation fund.
At present the main drive is towards mechanisation. The former county
machine stations have been wound up and the tractors put at the disposal

of communes.
Brigades are now buying tractors with their own funds. There have been
dfficulties in designing an efficient rice-transplanter. What is described as
a semi-mechanised transplanter is being used increasingly in the paddy
fields and improved in line with suggestions from the peasants, and field
experiments are continuing with fully mechanised types. There is an
enormous mass of accumulation required but with better harvests and

increased income from sideline occupations, communes and brigades are

accumulating funds
creases productivity.
has been increasing.*

as
assembly
will be a long
As well

and

to buy the equipment they need, which in turn inAt the same time State assistance to the rural areas
small repair
task; but it
redundant.

There is generally a system of three levels for repair and maintenance of
equipment. The brigade workshop can do minor repairs; more serious
problems are dealt with by the commune, and the county factory can make
a th.s1sug6 overhaul, produce replacements of spare parts and adapt the
models provided by regular industry to local requirements. Almost every
county in the whole country now has a repair shop of this kind.

*

According to the People's Daily (January L2, 1974) annual State appropriations
for agriculture were then nearly 50 per cent above the 1965 figure,

Small collectives

peasants, collectivelg own the machines themselves.

First of all, there is
ofteu a shortage of labour at peak periods. Secondly, mechanisation often

As a national policy, the drive for mechanisation is a contribution to
increasing the attractiveness of rural life to the younger generation and
checking the drift into cities.
Little industries on the communes are springing up every year. Once
some peasants have had a few months' training in a factory and have got
hold of a couple of obsolete lathes, they seem to be able to set about making
equipment for themselves.
One of the most important services that the communes provide for their
mernbers is housebuilding. Many have their own brick and tile works. A
brigade runs a building team which works continuously dealing with applications frorn members' families. Some are requests for new dwellings and
some are replacing mud with brick. The family usually saves up to pa5 but
where there is the security of two full-time workers, they may get a loan
for part of the price for a year or two. The builders eam workpoints and
the money is paid to the brigade. Most workers in commune factories are
paid wages. Those at the brigade level earn workpoints; they are generally
doing agricultural work during the rush seasons. The general principle is
that industrial earnings should be a little, but not much, higher than the

The balance of interchange

average.

The cadres at the commune level are paid salaries by the state; the rest
earn workpoints. They have an allowance for time spent at meetings, subject to the rule that it must not absorb more than 2 per cent of a team's
income.
Cadres are expected to put in at least 50 days a year in farm work and
many do a good deal more. They must be supervised both from above and
below, statad the 23 points, but 'The most important supervision is that
which comes from the masses.'*

*

The 23 points, entitled 'Some problems currently arising in the course of the
rural socialist education movcment'were issued in January 1965.
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The agricultural tax was instituted after the laud reform, while cultivation was in the hands of private peasants. It was assessed on the basis of

1l

the normal productivity of each mou of land, amounting at that timc to
about 14 per cent of gross output. When co-operatives and communes werc
formed, the liability to tax went with the land; the liability was convertcd,
for cash crops, into money payments equivalent to the value of the grain
in the origiual assessment. A proportion or the whole of the tax is remitted
in case of crop failures due to 'natural calamides'. As output per mou has
growu, the proportion of tax has automatically fallen; it is now said to be
about 6 per cent of gross output on the average of the country as a whole;
in some provinces it is about 4 per cent and in particular districts less than
2 per cent.
In some areas, the original assessment, made in 1953, is still in force; in
others reassessments were made in 196f or L964. The method of reassessment was explained to me in- a- golnty- near Shanghai where -some communes were enjoying a much higher level of income than the average
because they were se
reckoned to be 7.7 p
brigade reported its
income was reduced
notional quantity of grain was taken and divided by the area of cultivable
land of the brigades, This gave the tax assessment per mou in terms of
grain, to be paid in money at the standard price of grain.
The burden of tax is still uneven between teams and between communes. There seems to have been a directive n l97l to readjust the tax

margin for

some
agricul
5 peicent
In--

the

surcharge of 12 per cent or 16 per cent of
to the county. In others, the -county keeps
again the county Passes on the whole tax

t2
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The brigades and the commune collect money from the services they
provide to their members and from 'exports' from their industries. With
this, they purchase fertilisers, electric power, agriculrural machinery and
equipment and materials for their industries.
Over and above the agricultural tax, agriculture contributes to the
national revenue in respect to the element of tax and profit in the prices of
the manufactured goods that are purchased by communes and by households. Prices of fertiliser and agricultural machinery are kept low as a
matter of policy. Over the years since 1962, the terms of trade have shifted
in favour of agriculture, as the prices of the main crops have been slightly
raised and the prices of many manufacturers appreciably cut.

2. Political strueture

'The New Man'
The success of the Chinese economy in reducing the appeal of the money
motive is connected with its success in economic development. When
rovement tomorrorp,
level of the standard
appeal to the people
make much sense to
the workers and peasants, say, in Mexico or Pakistan.
No doubt there are individuals in China with the temperamental itch for

and ill-tempered than we are.

corresponding to a civil service.
At the centre, the old ministries still exist. The State Council, of which
Chou En-lai is Premier, is composed of the Ministers.
The revolutionary committee, at
of
political power'. This is a new
no
analogy with any other political
di-

each
concep
system-

cadre; the root gan means 'to do'

and

for 'officials' is not used because of
mostly, but not all, Party members,

ponsibilitg at all levels.

t4

a
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term
dres,

res-

the five small industries, collecting the agricultural
missions in case of natural calamities and super-

The police and law courts are at the county and urban district level.
There are no police in the communes.

carry the views of the people up. For instance, they collect the customers'
views about the quality and variety of goods to the local shops. !7hen
some special task comes up, say a campaign to improve sanitation before
the hot weather begins, meetings and discussions are held. The meetings
may divide into groups under street committes. Plans can be modified
according to the views that get support.
As a last resort) in case of grievances, there is still the good old method
of writing big-character posters.* I asked at a suburb of Shanghai, what
was the last case when a poster was put up. I was told that, quite recently,
a patient at the local hospital put up a complaint that some of the cadres

*
*

See page 46.
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People or groups write their views, suggestions and criticisms in big-characters
on large sheets of paper and put them up in conspicuous places to be read and
possibly refuted or challenged by others. They were first used in 1957. See page
44 for eramples of recent poste$.

L7

3. Planning

The bureaucracy

There are departments concerned with education, culture and healtb,
dealing with enrolment in schools and colleges and with the medical service,
sanitation and the arts.

The plan covers the distribution of materials and of the products of
agriculture and industry.
Finally, there is a department concerned with finance, dealing with
revenue and expenditure and setting targets for reduction of costs of production.

The revolutionary committee of a province is served by various bureaux
concemed with these aspects of the plan, with appropriate staff. A similar
apparatus of smaller dimensions is repeated at the district and county level.

18
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Cadres at tle commune and neighbourhood level are also on the pay roll
of the proviuce.
This bur
the functions, not only of the civil service
in the capi
so of a large part of private business. A
socialist en
a board of directors, a sales department
or an account with an advertising agent. It has no concern with the Stock
Exchange; its system of finance is very simple and it has no need for legal
advice on tax dodging.
There is a continual campaign to prevent bureaucrats from behaving
bureaucratically. A new kind of triple union has come into fashion
of
the old, the middle-aged and young
combining experience, stamina- and
fresh ideas.
The keynote in planning is 'to grasp the policy of the Party and to
mobilise the masses'. The bureaucracy was accuse4 during the Cultural

Revolution, of dictating to the people instead of consulting them. They
worked out plans in their offices, they thought that all that was needed
could be done with three instruments, the compurer, the telephone and the
typewriter. They dealt in statistics, not reality; they thought in terms of
materials and forgot about people.
The new style of planniug is much more effective, for targets that have
been accepted by the workers who will carry them out cau be relied upon.
$7hen workers and management understand what they are supposed to be
doing, they can discuss the difficulties that they meet within the course of
procluction and resolve them. They understand how to analyse contradictions and so overcome them. A plan made in consultation with those who
undertake to carry it out can set higher targets than bureaucratic methods
would ever permit, with much greater assurance that they will be achieved.
The process of consultation goes down to the lowest level of political
power all over the country.
Agriculture

In the communes in August and September, after the harvest, each team
is called upon to review last year's work and to outline proposals for next
year's production. No plan, of course, ever starts on a blank sheetl usually
proposals are for the same as last year and as much more as possible.
However, there may have been some important change in productive
capacity, say, control of water has spread over a new area, or there may
have been some change in policy from above, say, a request for more sugar
or more cotton. In the light of all the conditions, the teams produce a
how much to consume for their own
stateme
requirements of grain to purchase.
needs.

(There

as
go up anci down t
discrissed with the

teams, brigades

The proposals of teams are
the county. The principle of
20

investment of the communes and brigades, and the five small industries at
county and district level are outside the plan, for these go down to foster
agricultural development, not up to supply the industrial market. They
Eay, however, involve requests, say, for a purchase of tractors, which must
go into the province's demands on the central Planning Commission.
All main crops, grainr vegetables, edible oils, sugar, tobacco and cotton
are dealt with under the national plan. The National Programme for Agricultural Development set targets for the per hectare yield of grains for the
three main areas: North of the Yellow River, Chinling Range, Pailung
ttrree
River and areas north of ttre Yellow River in Chinghai Province
- River
tons per hectare; South of the Yellow River and North of the Huai
3.75 tons per hectarel South of the Huai River, and the Yangtse River
- six tons per hectare. A northern commune that has topped the score of
-six tons claims to have 'crossed the Yangtse'.
For ginned cotton the targets are 300, 450, 600 and 750 kilogrammes
per hectare for the difrerent regions.
Each province is given an allocation for its own consumption. Surpluses
from some are allocated to those which have deficits. In principle, a particular province has no more claim on the production within its own
territory than has any otler. At the annual meeting, each province must
'combat egoism' and take the needs of others into account. At the same
time deficit provinces are strongly urged to increase production. (The area
north of the Yellow River, formerly dependent on imports from the south,
now claims to be producing as much grain as it consumes.)* Exports,
foreign loans and gifts of agricultural products are provided for out of the

surplus of production over the total planned consumption of the country
as a whole.

After the meeting, the province's plan comes down again from Ievel to
level; at each level demands and allocations ate shared out to the level
below. There is a second round of meetings to discuss how each brigade
and team is to produce its allotted share.
As the year goes by, successes are balanced against failures at each level,
commune, district and county. The leeway in one plan can be used to
offset a deficit in the fulfllment of another. Apart from very severe natural
calamities, the province as a whole is expected to fulfil its plan. The surplus

or communes except

tions involving cash have to

for such things

Contracts for the supply of vegetables: €ggsr fruit and meat to the cities
are outside the plan and so are sales through the free market. The indtrstrial

* At the cnd of

L973 it was announced that sevcral previously grain-deficient
provinces could now produce as much as they consumed: Hopci, Shangtung,
Honan, Northern Kiangsu and Anhwei.

2t

it has agreed to hand over is the first priority; a short-fafl has to be rnet by
e.conomising on_cogsumption. Excess production may be utilised withii
the province, added to siock or put at -the disposal of'the centre.
Lines and areas: centralisation versus regionatr planning

\
/

Similarly, some enterprises formerly in the province's sphere have been
put under district or county planning, and these are allowtd to hand over
a proportion of their output for local use.
IThen a new
organises a 'war of
annihilation'. N
their workers, and
cveryone,

from

ocal schools, rallies

l

round. By this means, a blast furnace at the $7uhan iron and steel complex
was put up in four and a half months, and a larger one at Anshan in ten
months.

\

Thc line, that is the branch of industry in the country as a whole, still

/

has an important part to play in the planning system. An enterprise, like a
commune) begins in the fourth quarter of the year to revicw its work and
22
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The national plan, as well as the main crops, covers production and dis-

tribution of all other raw materials and all the main items of industrial
equipment; it covers also a large range of consumption goods such as texyam, piece-goods and knitwear
tiles
rubber boots, thermos flasks,

- sewing machines. Other industrial- products such as towels, china,
bicycles,
leather shoes, are controlled by the provinces, and minor items such as
small tools, buttons and baskets, are at the local level. At one time matches
were included in the national plan, now they are supplied locally. Vehicles
and tractors are under the national plan; other farm machinery is at the

All commodities under the national plan are
distributed nationally. A contract to purchase can be made only in accordance with an allocation that has been granted. Under the plan, as with
grain, no province has a prescriptive right to goods produced within it, but
this rule is evidently not pushed too hard. Shanghai, which is the main
industrial centre, keeps enough of its own production to make its departlnent stores the envy of Asia.

provincial or county level.

Prices

All those commodities that come into the national plan have nationally
fixed prices. Those controlled by the provinces have prices fixed in agreement with each other, so that there will not be different price levels on two
sides of a boundary. Prices for small collectives are agreed with the factories
of grain was raised, to encourage production
rs, the retail selling price was kept unchanged. This
se price

circle of inflation which is inevitable when food prices

rise, so that urban wages have to be
food and so on round. Till today,
not cover the full cost of transport

demand for
ices that do

the subsidy

it is very low because this is an input for agriculture. For wine
and cigarettes they are highest, though by no means high by our standards
60 per cent of selling prices. Bicycles, watches, woollen cloth are high-priced items. (A bicycle costs three times the
average monthly wage.)
Means of production are not exempted from contributing to the national
revenue. Steel, as well as a tax oI 7 per cent of ex-factory prices, carries a
profit rate of 15 per cent. Machine tools carry 20 per cent. Small collectives
producing components for equipment also pay 7 per cent tax and earn 20
per cent profit (of which they generally keep half for an accumulation fund).
According to the Soviet view, it is irrational to include profits in the
prices of investment goods, since the state both gets the profit and pays for
investment. However, the argument tells just as well the other way
since
the state is going to get the profit bac( it does not matter that it -pays it.
Moreover, machinery is sold to the communes and other collectives, and
some items, such as sewing machines, are sold both to industry and to
households; the element of profit in these sales is contributing to national
revenue. However that may be, the price system has evolved by a historical
process, adjusted from time to time by common sense not by any doctrinal
fertiliser

theory of value.
For goods controlled by the national plan, a standard is chosen of a good
average production (not the very best) and the output of other enterprises
is priced in relation to it. Thus, bicycles produced in Wuhan have a higher
cost than in Shanghai, but they are considered to be not of such good
quality; they are sold at a lower price and consequeutly carry a lower profit.
The enterprise is called upon to increase efficiency and catch up with
Shanghai. A low-cost chemical fertiliser plant has to carry a profit of 10
have higher costs and carry
per cent, to even
prices, there is a general
only 5 per cent.
the commerce department.
business tax of 3
There is a wholesale margin varying around 10 per cent for difierent commodities and a retail margin around 12 per cent. Services such as hotels,
lauodries, buses, etc. pay a tax on the basis of receipts at rates from 3 to
15 per cent.
The economic principle of planning retail prices is to ensure an overall
value of sales that will absorb the overall flow of purchasing Power coming
from the total money income of the community. The money income of the

somehow.

There is then a tax (except for goods which are to be sold at or below
cost) and a planned profit, 6ach expressed as a percentage- of the value of
output at exifactory prices. The disiinction between tax and profit seems to
24

these incomes is absorbed by the surplus (profit and tax)

25

in the sales value

of goods-sold-to the public and this must also cover rhe element of subsidy
in the sales of other commodities.
When prices
aud the temptation to create
gh, purchasirig
power is deficie
iall price level
is correctly set,
vaft]e of consumption goods over their own costs, matches the excess of total income

even in light industrn has a machine shop and is cons equipment and gradually mechanising labour-intensive

In
part
bour

keep

eighs are

free
Investment
In the countryside, a great deal of investment is organised by communes,
using labour in the slack season to carry out works of land reclarnation and
water control. Districts and counties also organise such schemes. Minor
ones they merely report, but major oDes, say a reservoir of more than 100
million cubic metres of capacity, have to be sanctioned
For industry, the investment plan 'takes the whole

board'. All major construction of new installations or
isting ones is allotted to particular

lays out

a

general scheme of development an
y year. At
the annual national meeting, every
of investment and the centre has to ration them out. Major schemes are conceived
in terms of the line
the need to increase productive capacity
particular
- in terms of areas put into the plan ofofa particular
types, and carried out
province to be developed at a particular -site.
The system of working through the administrative levels evidently facilitates geographical planning
each county knows the physical and the
- area. The district has to judge between the
human possibilities of its own
claims of counties and the province between the claims of districts. The
general trend of policy at the top is to develop the hinterland and as far as
possible to build up the whole range of industry in every region. The old
centres are called upon to set up and man entire enterprises in far away
places.
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Thus, in industry as well as in the communes there is a large amount of
investment, in small packets all rouud the country, over and above the
large schemes promoted in the national plan.
There
Ihere is
rs strll
still a great deal oI
tra
of mansport
by rnule or by human being
the stock of trucks is slowly increasing
increas
and motor boats (of cement instead
of timber) are gradually displacing oars and sails on the river.
now- It is
is gradua
sradrrallv
'Self-reliance and hard work' is the watchword now.
lually
nibbling away at the huge mass of accumulation that is needed to ma
make
work a little less hard for everyone.

Anti-pollution
The authority of the area over the line is a great help in the campaign
against pollution. The authorities of an area are concerned with the health
of their inhabitants and the amentities of town and countryside, while the
line is more apt to emphasise production for its own sake. It is natural
enough for the management of a heavy-industry enterprise to be rather
bored by complaints that require it to deflect its energies from what it sees
as its proper purpose.

The negative concept of pollution is unwelcome in China. The problem
is phrased in a positive way as a campaign to eliminate the three wastes,
of gas, water and materials, and to turn them to good use. Valuable minerals

are extracted from smoke. 'This, which was formerly poison, is now a
treasure'. Channels are built to carry water, purified, for irrigation and the
contamination extracted from it is turned into fertiliser. Old vehicles and
27

off to commune workshops and turned into spare
parts. Scraps of leather are turned into shoddy good enough for maling
machin^ery are ca_rried

In the cities, it

seems, that the

camera cases.

Employment

a grea'

Iimit tr
tion is

Each industrial enterprise has its complement of workers, technicians and

cadres.
lres. STastage is made good
eood by
bv applying
aoolvins to the provincial
nrovin"irl or
.t" municipal
mrrnicinsl
labour bureau for replacements, buiany-increase-in numbers has to-be
sanctioned by the Planning Commission. The same applies ro commerce,

administration and social services. W en an increase in personnel is permitted, the enterprise or office is instructed where to go for recruits. Mlny
will be young people originally from the city who have served their two
years on a commune;
commune: others are drawn from the peasantry.
neasantrv. There is en
an
unlimited pool of labour in the countryside to supply induitry and plenty
of young people who are eager to come. (Indeed, in spite of all efforts at
regulation, it is not possible altogether to eliminate infiltration inro towns.
Shanghai, in particular, is an irresistible attraction.)
The counties can recruit for their small industries outside the national
plan provided that they do not take more than 5 per cent of the agricultural
labour force.
Housewives in cities are encouraged to work in small collectives or in
the neighbourhood services that support them.
Activity in an industrial enterprise depends on the flow of rnaterials.
S7hen there is a hold-up, the management will scrounge around and see if
supplies
suoolies are avarlable
supples
available anywhere.
anvwhere. lt
If not,
not. the workers can be
be put
Dut on to
rmprovrng
improving equipment or cleaning the place up. At worst, they have more
time for study. (In May 1972, everyone in China was reading a translation
of extracts from Engels' Anti-Dihrimg
some elderly housewives were
finding it difficult.)

*:Ljli #:ffTflt".:,T'jlil"::fl#l.f

devoted to investment at any
raise the average per head 6f equipment
of housing and other amenities, faiter th
requiring to be brought up to the existing
mouth God sends a pair of hands, but hi
station or even a schoolroom.
chinese spokesmen are shy, of. discussing the growth of population as a
merace but-policy seems to indicate thatlhe leldership liajgrasped the
point, though their policies cannot act fast.
. Meanwhile) everyone wto does get born is guaranteed work to do, an
income and a place in society.
Finance

.

Along

w!t!

About 20 per cent o-f national revenue comes from centrar sources, transport, foreign trade and customs. The rest comes from payments from those
over expenditure. The expenP
d
qst of difence, administration,
h
subventions to deficit areas _
p
and the finance of maior investment projects.

Population

for lare
There is a strong propaganda campargn
campaign ror
late marflage
marriage ano
and smau
small
families.
milies. Every
Everv ki
kind of birth control
:ol facility
facilitv is available either free or at
low prices in town and country. The official aim is to get the rate of growth
of population down to 1 per cent per annum.
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the national plan expressed in physical terms, there is a plan

in terms of finance.

-

ure that the central budget balances,

whole national income

in balance.

owth of the value of output, but
of water control, violeni fluctueliminated but crops still vary from
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courage ilitiative, the province was allowed to keep it, but for 1972 it has
been decided to set a ceih4g-t-o lre excess revenue, ibove which any further
excess is divided half and half with the centre.
. The p-rovince allocates planned revenue and planned expenditure to districts and counties, and applies the same or similar rules io them.

The piivileges are first, the right to make adjustments between localities

Shanghai, the richest unit, has planned expenditure, including centrally
financed investment within its boundaries, of l0 per cent of its revenue. A
province in the old industrial North East has expenditure of 18 per cent of
revenue, excludi.g central investment; a province in the central region, 30
per cent, and so on. The autonomous regions have planned revenue which

to increas
the right

ise wages. Thirdln the province has
as been given to it in its own way,

subject

policy.

to

The provinces and under them districts, counties, neighbourhoods, communes, state enterprises and collectives are all expected to preserve strict
financial discipline, though no individual or corporate income is in any way
dependent on it. The secret of operating such a system evidently lies in the
extremely high standard of civic morality that everyone expects of everyone
else, and in its openness. Everyone has to live up, not only to the demands
of his superiors but also to the standards that the masses below require of
hnn.

The revenue of a province comes from the agricultural tax, the taxes and
profits of state enterprises in industry, commerce and services, and taxes,
and about half the profits from collective factories. There are some minor
items, such as bicycle licences.

Planned expenditure, apart from investment, consists of salaries and
miscellaneous expenses for administration (down to the level of communes
and neighbourhoods), education, the health service and some urban housing
(much of housing is provided by enterprises for the workers and counts as

part of

The
in

ture

cxpenditure, it

was passed

some contingency funds for extra expendiwhich a province makes out of its planned
is allowed to keep. Formerly an excess over planned revenue

to the central budget; after the Cultural Revolution, to
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uhouting at anybody but settled down to study and investigate to find out
what had caused the trouble. They came to the conclusion that both factions

4. Struggl e, criticism, transformation

'On Septe
that there w
The PLA m
shops but to

kers, in groups and one by one. Sometimes they would have 12 or 15
interviews with one man.
'On September 19 the army men got the two factions to unite formally,
but they were still not agreed ideologically. The army men held study
courses on the theme of "combat egoism". They got each faction to make

self-criticism. In Novemberr the revolutionary committee was formed.
There were wrangles till the last minute; it took three days to choose
representatives. It was decided to have 15 members and one faction claimed

the right to appoint
seven.

All the

ll.

However,

in the end it was settled at eight and
It took a long time to

sarne, some ultra-left ideas remained.

get things straight.
'As far as I was concerned personally, I know no\tr that I had a lot of
wrong ideas. The army men instituted study of the question of cadres early
in August. They put us through it for two months. They made us study
the Chairman's Inoestigation of the Peasant Mooement in Hunan. I thought:
Goodness, I tead that years ago. I did not like the idea of having to
criticise myself. I still thought I had always done a good job. Besides, this
article was all about the wicked landlords. Am I a landlord? But the army
men persisted and got us to read seriously. It took me two and a half weeks.
Then one day we came on the passage: "In a very short time . . . several
hundred million peasants will rise like a mighty storm. . . . There are three
alternatives. To march at their head and lead them. To trail behind them,
gesticulating and criticising. Or to stand in their way and oppose them". It
suddenly struck me with terrific force. Yes, I had been dragging behind; I
had been an obstacle to the revolution. "Without the poor peasants there
would be no revolution. To deny their role is to deny the revolution. To
attack them is to attack the revolution". Now it had a slgsning for me. I
cked me but the main
saw everything in
nal gain or loss count
point was to over
colour.
beside that? The

'I also re-read the three beloved articles. How did I compare with
Norman Bethune? Was it right to be ofiended and to stop serving the people
because I had been criticised? I had a struggle with myself and I admitted
that I had made mistakes and I determined to correct them. I came to
understand that I had ultraleft ideas myself. Then I had to go to the
workers and find out what they thought of me. I took a poruait of the
32
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. 'But the problem of ultra-leftism was not completely solved. It came up
during the process of purifying the class ranks anld in ihe reorganisation ot

management.

revolutionary.
'After this the problem of ultraleft ideas was much less serious. Now we
have established the socialist democratic style of management. Of course,
it is not perfect. There is still work to be done.'

it is stated that 95 per cent of cadres are 'good or partly good,.
I7hatever may have happened at the top, at lower levels of aiiministiation
lution,

is no need for cadres, and because irrational rules are abolished, it does not
mean that there is no need for any rules.'
Now the process of reforming the system of management is still going

on in many enterprises. AII rules and regulations are discussed with the

and introduced when they have proved acceptable.
on the Soviet model has disappeared, but the leaderf the revolutionary committee
that is the director
- with a wry smile:
o! an enterprise
is indispensable. As one director said
- of our enterprise are due to collective work, but if
'The achievements
anything goes wrong, it is my responsibility.'
Sometimes during 'the period of
abolished
the workers maintained t

what did -the cost matter? Ifowever,

The mysterious 'May 16' conspiracy is generally blamed for violent ex34

ticular machine-tool plant, they found
had not been checked and the enterprise to which it was sold had been
over-charged by a total of 20,000 yuan. When the mistake was discovered,
the excess was repaid.
The cadres who have been restored to authority are still subiect to
35

No one is ever sacked except for a serious crime. This is rare. In a
complex with a personnel of 150,000, they had not had a case since ttre
Cultural Revolution began.

5. Industrial management
The rules of management are laid down under seven heads:
1. There is a clear demarcation of responsibility. Each cadre and each
worker knows his responsibilities.
2. Attendance is obligatory. A doctor's certificate is needed for sick
leave. In case of family problems, the factory decides whether to grant
leave. (For womeu workers, there is statutory leave of eight weeks
for childbirth.)
3. Standard methods of technical operation are laid down for each

4.

process.

Standards of quality are laid down for each stage of production. The
individual worker is responsible for observing them. There is a fnal

5.

6.

spot and there is a special workshop for maior repairs.

Safety and the health of workers must be considered. This is the
concern of the factory as a whole, the workshop and the working
group. Ventilation, dust extraction, etc. should be installed. Protective

7.I
These rules were drawn up much earlier but they have been reanimated

by the transformation of

management that follows from the Cultural
Revolution. Now management has to co-operate with the workers in the

fnal plan,
attendance;
(many factories have now ad

jobs under the

work; check on

punctuality and

observing ttrem;
doctors from the
communes and most have professional medical workers attached to the

staff); technical operations; quality control; inventions and tecbnical improvements; maintenance of equipment; provision for the livelihood of the
workers
housing the flow of supplies to the local shops and so forth;

-
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entertainment, including amateur musical and theatrical groupsl political
study and discussion; and supervision of the use of materials and avbidance
of waste. For a factory as a lirhole, representatives responsible for economv
ln
ite
SC

sP

th

omitted.

Jhq farty, at every level, is concerned with political study and discussion
and wit-h mobilising the masses to play their pirt in plamirig management,

6. Neighbourhood factories

technical progress and production.
workers' organisation or
ese units elect represen-

the municipal and pro-

There are represeDtatives of
and thF Party committee of each rprise. A member of the revolutionary
cornmittee is obliged to resign if workers raise objections to his conduci.
This is rare, but not unknown.
Technicians and cadres are expected to spend at least a third of their
time at the bench. Formerly they produced designs tehind closed doors'
and handed them down. Now all desigas are discussed with the workers
who will have to put them to use.
There are part-time schools at which workers are able to qualify themselves as technicians. Individuals may be moved round to gel experience
of different processes. (In one factory, the management insisted on workers
taking a turn as helpers in the canteen kitchen, so as to raise the status of
what was traditionally considered a menial job.)
In playing down monetary incentives: Chinsss indusffy appeals to what
are evidently much more effective motives.

* The functions of trade unions in China, where the workers see themselves as 'the
masters of the factory not the slaves of production' are quite different from ttrose of
trade unions in the Vest.

During the Cultural Revolution the trade unions were found to be riddled with
bad elements who negated the class struggle. In 1966, the trade unions were disbanded and in 1968, a provisional form of organisation, 'workers' representative
congresses' (gong-ren dai-biao da-hui) were formed.
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They learned from some old workers that pressings can be made from
metal powder and that there is iron oxide in the waste thrown out from
sintering works. They decided to master the process and start work. The
neighbours were startled. Many supported them but some men jeered.
'W'omen are better at making noodlEs than metal powder' (a pun in Chinese). Utdeterred, they found an empty site on wasre land in their housing
estate. They
They borrowed five spades from a nearby
nearbv commune and two ca
cauldrons from a chemical plant. At first they had to work in the open air,
Iylnrng tor shelter when the rain was too heavy and going back when it
lightened, stamDins
stamping their feet and blowing
blowine on
on their fingers
finserJ in the
rhe winter.
winterThey would not take a loan from the state; th
they were to do it all by their
own efiorts.
bricks from a refectory plant to Iine their
f slag for their workshops. They welded old
stack. Their husbands helped them on Sun-

work
b
in their first s

At fust all the

iron from the waste
equipment as a little
museum
om to feep in mind
and to show new generations the spirit of'self-reliance and hard struggle'.
They now have 167 workers,
workers. of I hom 30 are men,
men. and they
thev have got
sc
together workable equipment, mainly fixed up by themselves. After the iion
has been extracted and baked, it is first crulhed in barrels turned on the
principle of a spindle, as the old women suggested, and ground on the
principle of a mangle. They produce gear casings and other components
for which they contract with a number of factories. Prices are set tb cover
cost, tax of 5 per cent and profit of 20 per cent, of which they keep 45 per
by magnets was done

cent for accumulation.
It was typical of modern China that after one

of the original nine had
given the foreign visitors a vivid account of all stages of their technical
development,

it

was necessary to send for the accountant to answer ques-

tions about prices and profits.
The neighbourhood provides a creche and nursery school for a small
fee. The welfare fund pays wages during maternity leave and a subscription
to the neighbourhood clinic.
The factory works on two shifts. Husbands have an agreement that whoever gets home first will cook the meals.
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7. Self reliance

quirements were far more efiective than any they could take over from
foreign experts.
Stories like that of the mercury switches are often repeated, though due
acknowledgement is always made of help from Soviet technicians in early
days.

Another tale comes from a big fertiliser plant which decided that it
should make nylon filaments from a by-product of the main process. Their
Soviet adviser told them that it was a highly sophisticated technique. They
had better export soya beans to pay for nylon. Ilowever, they persisted
and had placed an order for two pumps of the special type required.
When the technicians were withdrawn and the pumps refused, they determined to find out the secret and make the pumps themselves. After
many experiments, they succeeded and set the process going.
Five years later, the Soviet Ambassador heard of it and wanted to see
what was going on. He was invited to a visit and to lunch at ttre works.
During the morning tour, they showed him the pumps at work and said:
'$7e are most grateful to you, for without your intervention we should never
have made these pumps'. He left before lunch.
These tales are told with humour and with glee. They speak of a deep
satisfaction that sweetens toil and sublimates personal ambition. Chinese
patriotism and socialist ideology are pulling together, and every individual
can see in his own little corner what that can achieve.
In this atmosphere, even ttre dreariest work ceases to be a bore.

in the particular places that I visited, that bonuses for plan-fulflment had been completely abolished, but it appears that in other places
they were still in use. Roland Berger reports that, towards the end of a
discussion with members of the Revolutionary Committee of an engineering factory in Sian, in November 1972, a casual reference was made-to the
payment of bonuses. To raised eyebrows and the commeot'Shades of Liu
Shao-chi?' came the response that these were not bonuses of the old type
but were collective, each member receiving the same amount based upon
the work team's production performance over a period sf timg. Vith thc
Sian experience in mind he raised the question of bonus payments a few
days later at a machine tool factory in Peking, to be met with a forceful
rejection of any such unthinkable idea. Clearly, if there was a tendency
towards a softer attitude to material incentives, it was not universal.
It has become clear from later Chinese comment and from personal
observations during visits in spring and autumn 1973 and the spring of
1974 that, under the cover of criticising ultra-leftism, there was a swing to
the right in some places and on the part of some cadres. The new campaign
to criticise Confucian ideas (which are associated with the teaching sf T in
Piao) is a swing the other way.
An important ingredient of the present movement is the attack on the
Confucian notion that sonne are born to rule and others to labour. 'The
he may be entrusted
superior man cannot be lnown
was told

Postscript - summer L974
The programme for economic development in China is to raise productivity for the whole working population by improving health and education,
by raising the fertiliry of the soil, by innovatious in technology (whether
borrowed from the West or evolved at home) and by amassing an appropriate stock of equipment. This requires a'high ldvel of diftgencd and
integrity in all lines of activity, while allowing only a modest rate of rise of
the standard of life, so as to maintain tle ratio of accumulation to consumption. All this is to be achieved with the goodwill of the people by
appealing to political consciousness rather than by regimentation or the
incentive of individual acquisitiveness.
This is an imaginative conception that has never hitherto been realised;
small idealistic groups that contract out of modern commercial society
usually contract out of modern productivity as well and aim at the 'simple
life'. In China the aim is to preserve the morality of primitive communism
while introducing all the complexity of high scientific technology in an

or to resort to the bribery of money incentives to activate tXe sluggards.
now tnar
that a
to slack oII
off a [tue
little Dow
Recentlv. a new temptatron
temDtation has arlsen
arisen
Kecently,
Recently,
- Moreover, in any large organihigh level of production has been reached.
only human for those
aud, and it is onlv
saiion there irust
must be a chain of comr aud.
safion

small
I

usted with great cous of the operations of
industry, this implies reliance upon an elite managemeat and a sharp
difierentiation between cadres and workers in pay and in status.
is conducted in terms of the
On th

with great concerns. The

cerns but he may be known in

Marxian
phys
-(roughly

e productive forces (roughly
the relations of production
nd duties within which work

is earried out).

we learn that, in the original draft of his report to the Ninth Congress in
April 1969, Lin Piao, with Chen Po-ta as mentot, advanced the view that
henceforward the main task was to 'develop production', implying that

suppress

the

The emph
view, does n
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xt of "grasping production".'
expense of human relations, in Mao's
economic growth. When the political
43

conscio.usness-of the_peop_le is not mobilise4 administration has to rely on

a privileged hierarchy
hie
of co-mand, in the Soviet style, and on rigid
iieid

buieaucratic rules. Then, since the political motivation
rtivation for work flags, the
administration has to fall back on 'economis6''- apoealins
appealing to iDdividual

-

monetary incentives.

T'he.working class, the poor and lower-middle peasants and the masses of working
people are the masters of our country,
people-a:
countrv- They
Thev have
harie the
rhe right
rioht fn
revnhrtinncr;
to eyetcise
exercise revolutionary

in one form or another, factory rules and regulations, bloated
administrations and the suppression of workers' technical innovations.
Recently, a woman worker in the Nantan county agricultural machinery
repair factory, Kwangsi, had a letter published on the front page of thL
Kwangsi Daily in which she criticised the reversal of the decision during the
Cultural Revolution to simplify the administration and reduce office personnel. The works leadership had transferred her for'health reasons'from
the workshop to the tool room to look after tools. 'It is shameful to prefer
comfort,' she wrote, 'and most glorious to have the revolutionary spirit of
arduous struggle. I don't want such care from the leadership.' She demanded her return to the workshop, and got it.
incentives

It seems tlat reliance is being placed

upon criticism from below to keep
aqmtmsuauon on rne
administration
the ngnt
right patn.
path. A mrnor
minor example ot
of ven
venting a complaint
was cited above.* Now wider issues are being
beins discussed.
discussed. The movement
shows the resolution of the workers, peasants and students to preserve and
safeguard the 'socialist new-born things' achieved by the Cultural Revo-

lution:

Some comrades were not aware of the new things that emerged in the great proletarian Cultural Revolution; even if they were, they just supported them halfheartedly.

(Report on Shenyang No.

I

Machine Tool Factory, March 1974)

The reintroduction of material incentives, besides bonuses, sometimes
of time ofi and assigning production quotas to individual
workers. Railway workers in Harbin, Heilungkiang complained that some
takes the form

leaders regarded material incentives as cure-alls. 'They look on the workers
as money slaves instead of masters of enterprises.' Workers in a pharmaceutical plant in Huhehot, Inner Mongolia criticised the payment of an

overtime allowance in addition to the regular overtime pay which drew
from the secretary of the plant Party Committee the self-criticism that 'we
became the slaves of money, corrupted the workers' thinking and followed
the wrong line.' A poster put up by workers of the Chinghai gear works,
Sining, criticised the payment of bonuses and granting time-ofi for the
over-fulfilment of quotas and mentioned that some of them turned in their
bonus money to the Youth League branches in their respective workshops.
On the rural front, a Ietter to all poor and lower-middle peasants in the
province from ttre Hupeh Peasants' Congress held in DEcember 1973,
declared:

*

See page 18.
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'Some people attempted to use the method of going home immediately
after completing a day's work to please us workers and make us happyr'
stated a big-character poster written by railway workers in Liuchou,
Kwangsi. 'Ilowever, we workers are not only not happy but are very
indignant.'
There have been reports in the Western press of worse scandals being
ventilated in posters. In places where there were sharp conflicts in the Iast
45

stages of the Cultural Revolution,

still remain to be sorted out.

it is to be erpected that problems should

The appeal, nowadays, is to public opinion and to the Party. The role of
thee PLA as a peacemaker seems to have come to an end. The representa.level revolutionary
tion of the PLA on lower-level
revolutionarv committees,
committees. also,
also. has been
further scaled down since 1972. It is rare to find any
anv represer
reDresentation of the
army on factory
factorv revolutionary
revol
revolutionarv
committees today.
todav. The committees
commi
at commune and production brigade levels include, as they have done since the
committees were originally forme4 representatives of the people's militia
butI tlese
these are drawn from amongst their own members.
ttre application, in the
To conclude
in May 1972 | was observing the
- rumagement,
sphere of economic
of the achievements of the Cultural Revolution in a relatively relaxed atmosphere without the tension and the
extreme moral strenuousness 'hat
exoerienced tn 1967. After the
that I had experienced
time of my visit, there seems to have been greater relaxation and some

fully: when the Chinese become rich like us,-will they no] become ,ust as
campaip to repudiate
sellish and corrupt as we are? One aim of the campaign
Confucius is precisely to prevent that from happening.
Cambridge

August, 1974.

Joan Robinson
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